
Australian 
Pool Covers

www.lanzaroteawnings.com
Call James for a free quote on: 626 778205 or 928 845298

Made for the harshest 
places on earth

The material has the highest uv  
and chlorine protection in the world.  
Our covers out perform any other  
cover ever produced, and that’s  
a guarantee!

• Up to 10ºc warmer

• Extend summer by up to 3 months

• Virtually eliminates evaporation

• Saves up to 10,000 litres of water per month

• Saves chemicals

• Out performs every other cover available today!



Australian Pool Covers

Call James for a free quote on: 626 778205 or 928 845298

Safe & hard 
wearing 

How solar blankets work
Solar Blankets are made from a film of thousands of tiny bubbles, which work together to 
collect and retain heat in your pool. The Solar Blanket floats on top of the water and allows 
the suns energy to pass through. The blanket then traps the energy as retained heat in the 
pool. The material is also ideal for use as thermal blankets for heated pools.

Our cover out performs every  
other cover available today!

Solar Blankets
Solar Blankets will increase pool water temperature by 10 to 15 degrees 
and will reduce heating costs up to 75%. Pool water stays warmer longer, 
therefore extending the swimming season. Most heat loss in a pool is caused 
by evaporation. A solar blanket will trap the heat in and reduce evaporation by 
around 95% and will save up to 50% on pool chemical usage while the pool is 
covered. The blanket also acts as a barrier to prevent leaves and debris from 
entering the pool, thereby reducing maintenance time.
   

Safety covers
Aquaguard is a strong reliable safety cover. A reinforced fabric is led and held by 
aluminium rails. Because the fabric is not stretched the water can easily support 
the weight of several people. What’s more the cover ensures that the pool is 
completely covered, totaly protecting the water from dirt and debris.

The cover comes in two versions, a manual system and a fully automatic 
hydraulic system. The automatic version is driven by a proven, reliable hydraulic 
motor which keeps all electrical parts well away from the water.
  
Water Evacuation. Any small amount of rainwater on the cover is evacuated 
through a gauze in the fabric when the cover is opened. Any leaves or dirt that 
may be present will also be contained and can be easily removed.


